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Eli M. Kantor has extensive
experience as an attorney in
private practice. He represents
employers and employees in all
aspects of labor, employment
and immigration law. He can be
reached at (310) 274-8216 or at
ekantor@beverlyhillsemploymentlaw.com.

Zachary M. Cantor, an associate
at the Law Offices of Eli Kantor,
represents employers and
employees in all aspects of labor,
employment and immigration
law. He can be reached at (310)
274-8216.
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Bar Associations
Four State Bar Managers Get the Ax
Demanding an end to the persistent backlog of
discipline cases, State Bar Executive Director
Joseph L. Dunn fired four top managers in the bar
prosecutor's office.

Banking
FDIC Sues Ex-Indy Mac Chief
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.'s lawsuit
against former CEO Michael Perry is the latest
sign of its aggressive but slow-moving crackdown
on bank officials years after their banks failed.

Entertainment & Sports
Internet Privacy Is a Game to Developer
Ahead of its expected IPO, social game developer
Zynga launched a game Thursday that guides
players through its privacy policies, showing them
how it protects the information they share online.

Bar Associations
State Bar Commitee Weighs Proposals
A State Bar committee is poised to weigh
shortening the bar exam to two days and
eliminating the collection of gender and race data
from test takers.

U.S. Supreme Court
High Court Snatchs Up Ninth Circuit
Clerks
Six law clerks from the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals have landed coveted clerkships at the
U.S. Supreme Court for the upcoming October
2011 term.

Antitrust & Trade Reg.
Nokia Must Arbitrate Price-Fixing Claims
A federal judge has ruled that Nokia Corp. must
arbitrate its federal price-fixing claims against flat
screen panel manufacturer AU Optronics Corp.,
in accord with an arbitration agreement the
companies once signed.
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Welcome to California: The Captain
Has Turned on the Overtime Sign

The state Supreme Court's
decision in Sullivan v. Oracle
Corp., 2011 DJDAR 9891 (June
30, 2011) shot a tremor down
the halls of companies sending
employees to work in California.
The ramifications for wage-and-
hour law that may stem from
this decision will have a
significant impact on any
industry doing business in
California. And particularly
thorny questions arise for the
airline and hospitality
industries.

In Sullivan, instructors for
Oracle Corp., a California
software company, claimed they
were entitled to California's
generous overtime laws during

their business trips to the state. The pivotal issue was whether non-California
resident instructors who came to work in California for at least a full day or full week
should be paid overtime under state law. It goes without saying that California
overtime pay is more generous than the instructors' home states of Arizona and
Colorado.

California overtime law requires that employers pay time and one-half to employees
working more than eight hours in one day or 40 hours in a week, and for the first
eight hours worked on the seventh consecutive day of work in a workweek. And
employers must pay double to employees working in excess of 12 hours in any
workday and for all hours worked in excess of eight on the seventh consecutive day of
work.

The Court essentially declared that the Labor Code applies to any employees who
perform work in California. It based its decision upon pronouncements within Labor
Code Section 1171.5, which was enacted to ensure that illegal immigrants working in
California were afforded Labor Code protections. The Court reasoned that if the
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Law Practice
Wildman Harrold and Edwards Angell
Discuss Merger
Chicago law firm Wildman Harrold Allen & Dixon
LLP is in negotiations with Boston-based Edwards
Angell Palmer & Dodge LLP to reach a merger
agreement, the firms confirm.

Intellectual Property
Internet Providers Sign On to Piracy
Crackdown
After years of discussions, leaders from the film,
television, music and internet service provider
industries have agreed to a collaborative program
they hope will curb online theft of media content.

Healthcare/Hospital Law
UCLA Health System to Pay Fine
UCLA Health System will pay an $865,500 fine
and develop new policies and procedures related
to privacy and security of patient information
under an agreement with the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services' Office of Civil Rights.

Intellectual Property
Apple Fails to Get Injunction
Apple Inc. has failed to persuade an Oakland
federal judge to order online retailer
Amazon.com, Inc. to stop using the term "App
Store" to describe a software application service
for Android phones.

Solo and Small Firms
Lawyer-Educators Find Niche in Boutique
Practice
After eight years of helping local school districts
deal with special education issues as a partner at
Rutan & Tucker LLP, S. Daniel Harbottle
concluded he could do the work more efficiently
and less expensively in a small-firm setting.

Family
Property Title Changes: Share and Share
Alike?
What may seem like a gift of one-half of the equity
in the home may be something quite different. By
Stacy D. Phillips of Phillips, Lerner & Luazon
LLP

Labor/Employment

Labor Code protects residents of foreign countries who are working here illegally,
then legal residents of other states must have similar protections - at least as to
overtime pay. As the Court explained: "That the overtime laws speak broadly, without
distinguishing between residents and nonresidents, does not create ambiguity or
uncertainty."

But, if full wage-and-hour protections for illegal immigrant workers means overtime
protections for out-of-state workers, then surely it implies full wage-and-hour
protection to out-of-state workers as well. Still, even if out-of-state workers are
afforded fully protection under California law, significant questions remain.

Instructors for Oracle Corp., a CaliforniaInstructors for Oracle Corp., a California
software company, claimed they weresoftware company, claimed they were

entitled to California's generous overtimeentitled to California's generous overtime
laws during their business trips to thelaws during their business trips to the

state.state.

For example, the decision leaves employers in the dark as to whether California
wage statement law (Labor Code Section 226) applies to employees who work in
California for a day. This presents unique complications for employers in the airline,
hotel and restaurant industries, to name a few. Consider the flight attendant who
regularly works on flights in and out of California. Will he have to land on California
soil to initiate his Labor Code protection, or will taking a breath within California's
airspace suffice? The Sullivan case may necessitate an electronic timecard with global
satellite positioning capabilities. Or perhaps the flight attendant will have to map out
his flight before work, and calculate at what time the airplane will breach California's
boarder. Or maybe he will just clock out mid-flight once he's reached his eight-hour
time limit, and patrons will have to get their own peanuts: "Welcome to California -
the captain has turned on the 'self-serve sign.'"

But the Supreme Court also stated that the same rule might not even apply on
different facts involving an out-of-state employer. Yet, according to the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals' recent decision in Narayan v. EGL Inc. (2010) 616 F.3d 895,
even out-of-state companies that operate in California must adhere to California's
labor laws.

In Narayan, EGL Inc. engaged in the business of air and ocean freight delivery
services, and operated a network of 400 facilities in over 100 countries. Three
residents of California drove freight pick-up and delivery trucks for EGL in California.
The drivers signed agreements stating that they were independent contractors, which
included a provision designating Texas law to govern the contract. The drivers
claimed that they were denied California-mandated overtime pay, expense
reimbursements, and meal periods.

The court reasoned that the Texas choice-of-law provision only related to the terms
of the contract itself. Indeed, the drivers' claims did "not arise out of the contract,
involve the interpretation of any contract terms, or otherwise require there to be a
contract." Rather, the drivers' claims concerned entitlement benefits under the
California Labor Code. Whether the drivers were entitled to those benefits turned on
whether they were EGL employees. The court reversed and remanded, finding that
the drivers were employees under the California Labor Code. Considering the
Supreme Court's decision in Sullivan, the lower court deciding the remanded
Narayan case will surely apply the California Labor Code to the drivers' claims.

Thus, although the Sullivan court cautioned that "one cannot necessarily assume
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Perspective
Successfully Protect Your Case at the Trial
Court Level
Understanding the role of attorneys in the
appellate process is the first step to protecting
your case at the trial court level. 
Bader

Risk of Liability in Employment Testing
The legal and ethical issues involved in designing
psychological tests for hiring purposes. By 
L. Shapiro of Nova Southeastern University and
Steven R. Smith of California Western School of
Law

Alternative Dispute Resolution
The Connection Between Mediation and
Military Strategy
Lessons learned as a guest of the U.s. Army War
College at their National Security Seminar. By
Joan B. Kessler of ADR Services Inc.

Letter to the Editor
Ecological Community Should Be
Preserved as a Whole
Thomas H. Clarke Jr. writes in response to "An
Unintended Consequence of the Endangered
Species Act."
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Superior Court commissioner Ventura County
(Ventura)
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J. Richard Haden
Retired judge and San Diego Padres baseball fan
J. Richard Haden, a neutral with JAMS in San
Diego, borrows from the playbook of the city's
most famous Padre, Tony Gwynn, who said
preparation was the key to his success.
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the same result would obtain for any other aspect of wage law," in view of Narayan
and now Sullivan, a court would be hard-pressed not to. Indeed, the Sullivan court
reasoned that California had "important public policy goals, such as protecting the
health and safety of workers and the general public, protecting employees in a
relatively weak bargaining position from the evils associated with overwork, and
expanding the job market by giving employers an economic incentive to spread
employment throughout the workforce." Surely, similar reasoning will apply to other
aspects of wage-and-hour law.

According to the Court, however, this assumption is "of doubtful validity." It
reasoned that not to follow California overtime law would severely impair the state's
public policy goals, whereas the competing states' interests would be impacted
"negligibly or not at all." That's because Colorado overtime law expressly does not
apply outside the state's boundaries, and Arizona has no overtime law.

But, a problem may arise as to other aspects of wage-and-hour law where the other
states have conflicting laws and policy interests. For instance, in this case, Colorado
law could have hypothetically mandated that its overtime constraints apply even
when a worker ventures out of state - to attract companies. The Court would have had
to weigh California's public policy in protecting workers against Colorado's express
interest in protecting its businesses' profit margins. Such an argument, however,
strikes against the very root of wage-and-hour protections - to prevent worker
exploitation for larger business profit. And so, it is perhaps only a matter of time
before any company doing business in California will be subject to all of the state's
wage-and-hour laws.

Ironically, Oracle offers an extensive online curriculum that is, as they say,
"comparable to our traditional in-class training without the need for expensive
travel." This option was meant for students spread throughout the world. But now,
Oracle may want to consider flipping the format on its head - for instructors who
would otherwise have to travel into California. Indeed, all employers may reconsider
the benefits of video-conferencing.
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Group Culls Dissent on the Bench
In the two years since its creation, the Alliance of
California Judges has gone from fringe to
mainstream. The question is: will their-in-your-
face tactics make them a powerful force in
shaping judicial branch policy?
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